
 

  

Revision of: chapter-1   Class:VI   

Subject: Bangladesh and Global Studies      

 

Students will read the chapter properly and write down the answers of following questions. 

Chapter – 1 

History of Bangladesh 

Short Question: 

1) Why was Pakistan divided into two parts? 

2) In 1971 Banglees fought united against the invading Pakistani soldiers. Explain the 

background of / reasons behind that war of Bangladesh. 

3) In 1971 a Brutal Massacre occurred with Bangaleesby the invading Pakistan Army.This Brutal 

Massacre motivated Bangalees to organize themselves started fighting for freedom. Analyze. 

4) What was the result of General Election of 1970? 

5) Explain the structure of government who organized the liberation war. 

6) Explain our sorrows and joy of liberation war. 

7) Make a list of the pre-historic archaeological sites and weapons along with their finding 

places. 

8) How was the condition of Stone Age? 

9) From whose time the history of the present Bangladesh part can be known? 

10) From where „Maurya Dynasty‟ was expanded? 

11) Make a list of the civilizations of the Indian subcontinent chronologically. 

12) Which was the first long lasting dynasty in Bangladesh? Write five sentence about this 

dynasty. 

13) Explain the Kaivartya mutiny. 

14) Loss of Senadynasty of nadiya resulted in the inception of Muslim reign in Bangladesh? 

Evaluate 

15) Bijaysena and Vallalsena came from which community? 

16) Which period of Bangladesh has been termed as ancient age? 

17) Describe the agricultural condition of Bangladesh in primitive age. 

18) Make a list of cottage industries of Bangladesh. 

19) What are the prosperous river ports of Bangladesh in ancient age? 

20) Explain the glorious religion of ancient Bangladesh. 

21) Write about SompuraMahavihara. 

22) Make a list of entertainment culture, Architecture, Sculpture and Monuments, Art of painting 

of ancient Bangladesh. 

23) How many types of primary school are there in ancient Bengal? Explain. 

24) Identify the reasons for taking pride in the educational system of ancient Bangladesh. 

25) Explain the literary works of pala and sena era. 

26) Make a list of the Muslim dynasties in Bangladesh in the middle age. 

27) Why did Bangalees from all walks of life get united against the government of Pakistan? 

Explain. 

 

 



 

  

Creative Question: 

1. Country „A‟ was born in 1947. But the country was divided into two parts by a distance of about 

1200 miles. One part was East part and other part was west part. The capital of country „A‟ was in 

west. East part emerged as an independent country through a war with west part in 1971. 

 

a) Who was the founder of Pala dynasty? 

b) Explain the agriculture of ancient Bangladesh. 

c) Discuss the reason behind the war indicated in the stem. 

d) “In exchange of so much blood and supreme sacrifice east part achieved their independence”. 

Evaluate the statement. 

2. 

  
SompuraViharaShalbonVihara 

 

a) Who is called the first independent monarch of Goura?  

b) Explain Kaivartya Mutiny.  

c) Above pictures have indicated which era of ancient Bengal? Explainthe Language and literature of 

this era.  

d) Analyze the educational condition of ancient Bengal during indicated era.  
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